LOOK INSIDE AND START YOUR ADVENTURE AT ARBY’S TODAY!
Arby’s Adventure Meals Are Now Loaded with Learning!

Junior Roast Beef
Includes:
Junior Roast Beef, Small Fries, Kid’s Soft Drink and a Free Toy!

Chicken Fingers
Includes:
2 Chicken Fingers, Small Fries, Kid’s Soft Drink and a Free Toy!

Kids still get that great Arby’s taste that they’re used to in their Adventure Meals, and now they’re also loaded with learning fun! Each Arby’s Adventure Meal now comes with a pocket-size National Geographic Kids mini-booklet packed with great stories, photos, jokes, and fun things to learn and do—plus an awesome toy that’s inspired by the magazine! With every Arby’s Adventure Meal, kids have way too much fun to realize they’re actually learning. That’s fun for moms, too!

Adventure Series One Toys

Let the ADVENTURE BEGIN!

A portion of every Adventure Meal sold goes to Big Brothers Big Sisters

Arby’s and the Arby’s logo are registered trademarks of Arby’s IP Holder Trust.
Make the most of your Adventure Meal toys with this bonus fun! Each of these sections adds a little more fun to the toys now available at Arby’s!

Fun Stuff
More fun for the Maya Temple MAZE!
Find your way to the Maya Temple!

Just Joking
More laughs for the Tongue Twister Trickery!

What in the World?
Unscramble the letters below these photographs of animals. Need help interpreting the body language?

Party Animals
FOGLMAIN WSNA HECETHA
ILNO BETYRFUL LIRDNM
ALRIDZ IPOHP NSAEK

More SPLASH! for the Backyard Squirter

Tongue Twister!
Say this fast three times:
The ocean sure soaked Sherman.